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The emission of secondary ions and neutrals from uranium oxide has been measured for impact
of highly charged, heavy ions. Total ablation rates and secondary ion yields increase strongly with
projectile charge. The dependencies on projectile charge s16 , q , 70d, impact energy s10 keV ,
Ekin , 1 MeVd, and projectile mass of secondary ion yields demonstrate the presence of an interaction
regime where electronic excitation by charge neutralization and elastic collision spikes combine
synergistically. [S0031-9007(98)06056-6]
PACS numbers: 79.20.Rf, 34.50.Fa

Sputtering and secondary ion emission from solids interacting with energetic particles are active research fields of
great fundamental and applied interest. Momentum transfer to target atoms can be accomplished through elastic collisions or electronic processes. Linear collision cascade
theory [1] has been used most successfully in describing
the sputtering of metals by ions of keV energies. Enhancements due to elastic collision spikes are observed when
both projectile and target consist of very high Z materials [2]. At energies of several hundred keV, close to the
nuclear stopping maximum, sputtering yields increase due
to nonlinear effects as most atoms in the spike volume are
set into motion. Controversial discussions have evolved
on the nature of sputtering mechanisms in the interaction
of slow, highly charged ions with solids [3–8]. Defect
mediated sputtering has been demonstrated for some alkali
halides and SiO2 [3] bombarded by slow Arq1 sq # 14d
and Xeq1 sq # 27d. Sputtering through collective excitation mechanisms such as Coulomb explosions accompanied by shock waves was inferred from observations of
high yields of atomic and cluster ions for very high projectile charge states sq . 30d [4,5,8]. Up to now, total
sputter yields of materials were known only for impact of
ions with charge states q # 27 (for Xe).
In this Letter we report on the first measurements of total sputtering and secondary ion yields from uranium oxide interacting with slow, highly charged, heavy ions with
charge states up to 701. Here, a new ion-solid interaction
regime, where projectile charge and momentum are both
critical, is observed. In this regime, electronic excitation
by neutralization of highly charged ions and elastic collision spikes combine to produce a synergistic enhancement
of secondary particle emission.
We used the catcher target technique [6] to determine
total sputtering yields. Secondary ion yields were measured by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(TOF-SIMS) [4,8]. Highly charged ions (HCI) were ex0031-9007y98y80(19)y4325(4)$15.00

tracted from the electron beam ion trap (EBIT) at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. The experimental setup
for ion extraction and TOF-SIMS has been previously described [4,8]. Polycrystalline uranium s238 Ud targets were
prepared by electropolishing followed by oxidation in air
for several hours for native oxide formation. The oxide
thickness was estimated from known oxidation rates [9]
to be several hundred nanometers. Targets were cleaned
after insertion into vacuum by low energy ion sputtering.
The pressure in the target chamber was kept below 5 3
10210 torr. Surface conditions were monitored closely
by TOF-SIMS. Secondary ion spectra were reproducible
over several sputter cleaning cycles. No charging of thin
insulating layers was observed. For total sputter yield
measurements, projectiles impinged on the targets at an
incident angle of 30± relative to normal. SiO2 (150 nm
thick thermal oxide on Si) catcher targets were placed
in parallel to the sputter target at a distance of 6 mm.
Secondary neutrals and ions emitted from uranium oxide
during exposure were collected on the catcher target.
Typically highly charged ion fluxes were ,105 ionsys for
Au and ,106 ionsys for Xe ions. Accurate determination
of the HCI flux is crucial for our experiment. The flux
was determined by single ion pulse counting of projectiles
impinging on a microchannel plate detector (MCP). Bias
voltages and discrimination levels in counting electronics
were carefully set to assure constant detection efficiencies
for ions of all charge states and impact energies [10]. Fluences (#106 ionsysycm2 ) were well below critical levels
for complete channel recovery in MCPs [10]. The MCP
used for direct detection of HCIs was calibrated by single
ion counting in a Daly detector arrangement. The strong
burst of secondary electrons emitted by individual HCIs
incident on solid targets allows for detection of HCIs with
100% efficiency [4,8]. The efficiency of the MCP for direct detection of HCIs was 0.61 6 0.02. More details will
be given in a forthcoming publication [11]. The flux was
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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measured every few hours during exposures. Ion doses
were calculated from measured fluxes, exposure times, and
the detection efficiency of the MCP. HCI beams from
EBIT were stable over long periods, and dose uncertainties due to flux instabilities were typically ,10%. Doses
ranged from 2 3 1010 sAu631 d to 3 3 1011 sXe271 d. Accumulation times were several days. Resulting surface
coverages of 238 U on the catchers were ,1011 atomsycm2 .
Ultralow coverages of heavy elements on light substrates
can be determined quantitatively only by extremely sensitive surface analysis techniques. We used the heavy ion
backscattering (HIBS) system at Sandia National Laboratory to determine uranium coverages ex situ [12]. The
HIBS sensitivity for detection of uranium on otherwise
clean silicon is ,109 atomsycm2 . Additionally, catcher
targets could be analyzed in situ by highly charged ion
based TOF-SIMS [4]. Sputter yields were calculated from
surface coverages of uranium on the catchers, the ion dose,
the view factor [13], and the sticking probability of uranium atoms on the catcher surface. The latter was assumed
to be .0.9, similar to values found for uranium sticking on
Al2 O3 [6]. Assumptions on the currently unknown angular distribution of sputtered particles must be made when
calculating the view factor of the catcher targets. This uncertainty translates into an uncertainty of total sputter yield
values of ,50%.
A typical TOF-SIMS spectrum recorded for Au691
(220.8 keV) impinging on a uranium oxide target is
shown in Fig. 1. The number of sUOx d1
n1 counts sx 
0, 1, 2, 3d detected per incident ion is 37%. Only 8.45 3
105 Au691 projectiles impinged on the target for the
accumulation of this spectrum. Cluster ions with up to
n  7 uranium atoms could be detected.
Total ablation rates (open squares) are shown, together
with positive secondary ion and cluster ion yields, as
a function of incident ion charge q in Fig. 2(a). For
total yield measurements, incident ions were Xe27,441 ,
Au62,631 , and Th701 at impact velocities of 0.3yBohr . The

FIG. 1.
Au691 .
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relative error in the total yield data is ,15% resulting
from uncertainties in HIBS results, ion dose measurements,
and relative variations of view factors. Also shown are
sputtering yields of uranium oxide for singly charged
xenon and thorium ions at 0.3yBohr as calculated by TRIM
[14]. Sputtering yields of uranium oxide increase slightly
with q for highly charged xenon ions. The increase by
more than a factor of 2 when highly charged Au and Th
ions interact with the target can result both from electronic
sputtering at higher q and from increased momentum
transfer due to the formation of elastic collision spikes in
the target.
For measurements of secondary ion production, incident
ions were Xe17 521 (open triangles) and Au36 691 (solid
triangles). Here, the impact velocity was kept constant
at 0.2yBohr . The error in secondary ion production rates
is statistical and amounts to ,5% of the rate value. The
values reported here are secondary ion counts detected per
incident projectile. For determination of total secondary
ion yields, the detection efficiency of the spectrometer
h must be known. Considering the detection efficiency

FIG. 2. (a) Total sputtering yield of U atoms (open squares),
sUOx d1
n , n  1, 2, 3, secondary ion production from uranium
oxide and (b) ionization probability a for uranium ions as a
function of projectile charge q. The detection efficiency for
secondary ions h is ,0.1 0.15.
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for secondary ions in the MCP [15] and the geometry
with annular detector, we estimate h to be ,0.1 0.15.
sUOx d1
n yields, n  1, 2, 3, increase strongly with q. At
q  44 and 52, the higher potential energy of the xenon
ions (Epot fXe521 g  121 keV; m  136 u) dominates for
n  1 over the higher momentum brought into the target
by the gold ions (Epot fAu521 g  57.6 keV; m  197 u).
This ratio is reversed for the emission of cluster ions
n  2, 3, where the influence of momentum dominates and
cluster yields are higher for Au than for Xe projectiles.
We attribute this to the development of elastic collision
spikes in the target when bombarded with gold ions with
energies of several hundred keV, near the nuclear stopping
maximum [1,2]. Xenon ions are too light to form strong
elastic collision spikes in uranium oxide.
Having measured both total sputtering yields and
secondary ion yields, we can now for the first time determine the ionization probability for secondary ions emitted from a solid interacting with very highly charged
ions. The ionization probability a is defined here as the
number of positively charged uranium ions emitted per
sputtered uranium atom. Yields of uranium ions from all
species, sUOx d1
n , were added and divided by the number
of uranium atoms removed per incident ion. The charge
dependence of a, normalized to the detection efficiency
h, is shown in Fig. 2(b). The data point at charge q  1
gives an estimated upper limit of a for Xe11 projectiles
using the ion yield measured for Xe171 and the total
sputter yield from Xe271 . For q  70, ion yields from
the impact of Au691 were normalized to total yields for
Th701 . The impact velocity was 0.3yBohr in neutral and
ion yield measurements for all projectiles. a is found to
increase by a factor of 2 from Xe271 to the highest charge
state ions. In previous measurements of secondary ions
and neutrals emitted from Si [7] and LiF [3] using multiply
charged Ar ions sq # 9d, values of a ranged from 0.01%
to 0.1% and this finding was used to support a model of
defect mediated sputtering [3]. The values reported here
are more than an order of magnitude higher. This is the
case even for the most conservative estimate of h, where
collection of all secondary ions in the detector has to be
assumed, and h is given by the detection efficiency of the
MCP for ions with m $ 238 u and Ekin  3.5 keV of
,0.5 [15].
A characteristic signature of elastic collision spikes is
the dependence of secondary neutral particle and ion emission on projectile energy. We have measured secondary
ion yields as a function of kinetic energy for Xe271 ,
Xe441 , Au631 , and Au691 (Fig. 3). Ion yields vary only
very weakly for xenon projectiles when the impact energy
is increased from 20 to 500 keV. The yield dependence
for Au631 displays some structure with a weak maximum. The data for Au691 show a pronounced maximum at
,220 keV. This energy value coincides with observations
in elastic collision spike sputtering [2], where the maximum sputter yield is achieved at energies slightly below
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of secondary ion production from
uranium oxide at impact of Au691 , Au631 , Xe441 , and Xe271 .

the projectile energy corresponding to the nuclear stopping
power maximum. The latter is reached at an energy of
,600 keV for singly charged gold ions in uranium oxide
[14]. The finding of a more pronounced maximum in secondary ion emission for a more highly charged projectile
demonstrates the critical interplay of projectile momentum
and charge. For Au631 (Epot  122.3 keV), the combination of high charge and momentum yields a weak but
significant increase in secondary ion emission at elastic
collision spike energies. For Au691 (Epot  168.6 keV),
the additional electronic excitation energy creates a condition above critical in both charge and momentum, and
electronic sputtering through charge neutralization and
elastic collision spikes combine synergistically. Increasing or decreasing the impact energy decreases momentum
transfer below critical values for spike formation and yields
drop similarly as observed in pure elastic spike sputtering.
While conditions for elastic collision spikes are lost, electronic excitation through charge neutralization keeps secondary emission levels high.
Our results demonstrate the interplay of momentum
transfer and electronic excitation in sputtering and secondary ion production from uranium oxide interacting with
highly charged ions. For the component of electronic excitations, potential sputtering through decay of self-trapped
excitons (STE) was demonstrated for LiF and SiO2 bombarded by slow Arq1 sq # 14d and Xeq1 sq # 27d [3].
Interestingly, strong potential sputtering with a pronounced
dependence on charge does not always occur when STE
can be produced in a material, as shown in Ref. [6] for
CsI and Arq1 s4 # q # 11d. To our knowledge, formation of STE has not been reported for uranium oxides. A
collective model of electronic sputtering is the Coulomb
explosion model [16,17].
Time scales and energy dissipation mechanisms in the
interaction of heavy, highly charged ions with heavy metal
oxides can be described qualitatively in the following way.
Slow, highly charged ions incident on solids relax via
4327
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formation of hollow atoms [8,18]. Hundreds of mostly low
energy electrons, as well as photons and x rays, are emitted
in the course of deexcitation. Momentum transfer to target
electrons and nuclei is increased over values for singly
charged ions due to charge state dependent stopping power
contributions [19]. The potential energy of the ion is
dissipated and charge state equilibrium is established after
only a few femtoseconds s,10 fsd [5,19]. The slowdown
time of Au631 at 440 keV in uranium oxide is ,150 fs.
During this time, collision cascades develop in the target.
In the elastic collision spike regime, most target atoms
are set into motion in the spike volume Vs , determined
by the ranges of projectiles and recoils [1]. For Au ions
at 440 keV, Vs is ,ps50 nmd3 . Spike lifetimes have
been estimated to exceed slowdown times by orders of
magnitude [2]. Coulomb repulsion between ionized target
atoms in the charged domain causes the expansion of the
near surface volume on the time scale of lattice motion of
several hundred femtoseconds. This expansion can send
a shock wave into the surrounding material. Positively
charged atomic ions are emitted mostly from the core
impact region, where the ionization density is highest.
Heavy clusters are desorbed from a halo surrounding the
core when the shock wave intersects the surface. Now,
additional momentum can be added to expanding atoms
and ions by energetic recoil atoms from the spike. At
very high projectile charges and for very heavy projectiles
interacting with heavy metal oxides, conditions for two
nonlinear excitation mechanisms can both be met. The
degree of target ionization in the impact center and the time
scale for reneutralization by target electrons are not known,
and existing theory does not provide much insight into the
details of the interaction. The absence of noticeable yields
of multiply charged positive secondary ions and ionization
probabilities of ,5% 7% indicate an ionization density of
much less than one positive charge per target molecule at a
time ,1 ps after HCI impact. Investigation of conditions
of high defect densities [20] might resolve some of the
controversy between models assuming decay of individual
defects [3] and models of collective excitation such as
Coulomb explosions [16,17].
In summary, we have measured secondary ion and total
sputter yields from uranium oxide as a function of projectile charge and kinetic energy for highly charged, heavy
ions. The interplay of charge and momentum opens a new
ion-solid interaction regime, where elastic collision spikes
and intense electronic excitation combine synergistically.
For the electronic contribution to sputtering and secondary
ion emission, the presence of collective mechanisms is indicated by the emission of heavy cluster ions and relatively
high ionization probabilities for secondary ions.
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